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				Musical Instrument
	Guitar
		Electric guitar
	Acoustic Guitar
	Bass guitar
	Semi acoustic guitar
	Processor



	Drums
		Acoustic drum
	Drum Pad-Electric
	Electric drum kit
	Practice Pad



	Violin
	Piano
	Keyboard & Synthesizer
	percussion
		Multi Drum Sticks- Medium
	Patch Bay
	Shruthi Box
	Snare drum
	Melodica



	Alto Saxophone



	Studio Equipments
	Microphone
		Condenser Microphone
	Drum Microphone
	Dynamic Microphone
	Pencil Condenser microphone
	Shot Gun Microphone
	USB microphone
	Camera Microphone
	Directional Microphone



	Audio interface
		USB
	IOS
	DriveRack



	Studio Monitors
	Headphone amplifier
	Midi controllers
	Midi Keyboards
	Monitor Controller
	Reflection filter
	sound card
		interface



	Studio Headphone
	Handy Recorder
	Recorder
	Cajon
	HDMI Live Stream Switcher



	Pro Audio
	PA System and Speakers
		Active speaker



	Mixers
	Amplifiers
	Head on Microphone & Lavalier Mics
	In-Ear Monitor System



	DJ Gear
	DJ Controller
	DJ Headphone
	DJ Mixer



	Accessories
	Guitar Accessories
		Capo
	Guitar Amp
	Guitar Effect Pedals
	Guitar Footstool
	Guitar Stand
	Guitar Tuner



	Drum Brush
	String Cleaner
	Fingerboard Cleaner
	Tab Holder
	Fretboard Lemon Oil
	Sticks
	Cable
		Mono to mono
	trs to xlr female



	Keyboard
		Adapter
	Sustain Pedal
	Keyboard Bench
	Stand






	Install
	Ceiling Speaker
	Wall Speaker
	Subwoofer
	Variations Speaker Stand
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                    	BRANDS
	Adam
	AKG
	Alesis
	Alice
	Alto
	ARMOUR
	ART
	Arturia
	Ashton
	Audient
	Audio Techinca
	Audix
	Avid Pace
	Behringer
	Bespeco
	Beyerdynamic
	Blackmagic
	Blackstar
	BOYA
	Cadenza
	Carlsbro
	Casio
	Cort
	Crown
	D Addario
	DBX
	Dunlop
	Epiphone
	Ernie Ball
	Fender
	Fender Squier
	Focusrite
	GHS
	Gibson
	Havana
	Hawk
	Hercules
	Hohner
	IA Stands
	Ibanez
	IK Multimedia
	ISO
	JBL
	JTS
	Kadence
	Kali Audio
	KRK
	Lewitt
	Ludwig
	M- Audio
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			                    We have evolved from dealing with traditional acoustic instruments to modern electronic musical instruments and professional audio equipments. Our passion for excellence and commitment to offering high quality musical instruments at great value has attracted many customers.

			                

		            			            

		            	
    		                     PV Rajamannar Salai, Chennai - 600093.

    		                
	
    		                     +91 9566111376/ 9566015111

    		                
	
    		                     online@krishmusicals.com
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				Yamaha MG10 10-Channel Analog Mixer
	

				
	₹17,300.00 ₹15,800.00
	
	
	
	
				M-Audio SP1 Professional Sustain Pedal
	

				
	₹2,000.00 ₹1,899.00
	
	
	
	
				D'Addario EJ27H Acoustic Classical Guitar Nylon Strings - Hard Tension
	

				
	₹830.00 ₹820.00
	
	
	
	
				Blackstar Amplug2 FLY Guitar Amplifier
	

				
	₹15,900.00 ₹12,000.00
	


        		                            

                                			                                			
        		                                Product on sale

	
	
	
				AKG D5 S Professional Dynamic Vocal Microphone
	

				
	₹17,200.00 ₹8,950.00
	
	
	
	
				Soundcraft EFX8 8 Channel Mixer
	

				
	₹74,599.00 ₹36,599.00
	
	
	
	
				Ashton D20CEQ Dreadnought 41-Inch Cutaway Electro-Acoustic Guitar
	

				
	₹14,640.00 ₹12,900.00
	
	
	
	
				Rode SC19 1.5m USB-C to Lightning Accessory Cable (SC-19)-Black
	

				
	₹3,500.00 ₹3,000.00
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